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Don’t be put off by the title!  This is not a boring in-depth course on methodology but a highly inter-
active master class in effective project management. The emphasis is on how to get the most out of 
people; especially in companies with matrix organizations or where there is no established culture of 
project management.  The course covers all the classic aspects of project management but extends 
to motivating diffi cult and resistive people, program versus project management strategies, effective 
planning & reporting, effective task management and much, much more. 
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A hands-on effectiveness course for experienced business professionals!
In this course we will we give you the language not only to rationalize and fi ne tune what it is you are doing within project 
management but also how to share your expertise with others.

The modules:

   1.   Introduction – getting off to a good start 
   2.   The history of project management  & Methodologies
   3. MS Project – Building the plan
   4. Business cases & resources
   5. Building a team & assigning tasks
   6. Reporting & management effectiveness
   7. Organizational readiness
   8. Evaluation & Exam

Setting the boundaries - Assumptions & Limitations:
• Everyone has their own way of managing
• The course is one proven perspective
• The course is not a methodology forum or clinic
• We have a lot to cover, so the pace will be fast at times

In order to preserve the high level of interaction and personal character of these trainings the number of participants is limited.

Why do I need to be on this course?
• Doing is one thing
• Explaining is another

Who is this course for?
The master class is meant for professionals with at least 5-10 years business experience, preferably but not necessarily, in the 
fi eld of project management.  It is supported by an optional on-line, certifi cated exam. If you are not sure if this course is for 
you, please feel free to contact us for an informal appraisal.

Where?
This course is usually held at ‘Kasteel de Bunswyck, Leuven, Belgium’ but it is not location specifi c and can be organized at 
any suitable location. 

Costs
As training is not a core business of The Bayard Partnership but an internal service by which we coach our new Associates, our 
pricing is set to cover costs only and is not considered as a revenue stream.  We try, whenever we can, to integrate participants 
from our clients businesses to blend real life challenges into the theory and to build deeper knowledge sharing within the group.  
For the standard two day course, as described in this brochure the fee is 500EUR + VAT per participant. This fee covers all 
course materials, certifi cation, refreshments and mid-day lunch.  For in-house company specifi c trainings, please check with 
us for availability and a fi xed quotation. trainings@baypart.com



Day 1

08:00 – 08:45 Welcome and Coffee

09:00 – 10:45 Part One:
  Starting out on the right track. Understanding exactly what it is that the project is to achieve and why.  
  Setting right Objectives and Goals to achieve the desired result.

10:45-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-12:30 Workshop: ‘Pleasantville’

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-15:00 Parts Two & Three
  Project management history, the importance of putting what we do into perspective. Methodologies:  
  Project or Program? PMI or Prince ll or other? Phase gates or no phase gates? The Project Charter  
  (getting it down on paper). Roles & Responsibilities.

15:00-15:20 Coffee Break

15:20-17:00 Part Four:  
  Workshop: ‘50th Wedding Anniversary Party’ Building the project plan in MS Project.

Schedule

08:30-09:00  Welcome and Coffee

09:00-10:45  Part Five: 
  Building the Business Case – Resourcefulness. If it doesn’t make sense, don’t do it! If you’re going to 
  do it, how to make sure you make the most of all the resources at your disposal.

10:45-11:00  Coffee Break

11:00-12:30  Part Six:
  Building a Team & Assigning Tasks. Workshops: ‘Ordering a Taxi’ & The Excel sheet problem.  
  Here we explore obtaining ownership and commitment. Also how one can install a sense of discipline 
  even with those we have no direct authority over.

12:30-13:30  Lunch

13:30-15:00  Part Seven:
  Project Reporting & Management Effectiveness. This is the essence of project management – not 
  letting the pace slip. Identifying issues early enough to take restorative actions. Keeping management 
  ‘off your back’ by building confi dence and by ensuring that they are kept in the loop and know what 
  is going on. Communicating in all directions.

15:00-15:20  Coffee Break

15:20-16:00 Part Eight: 
  Recap on the key points. & Evaluation. Applying what we learnt into our real life situations.
  Overview on Managing Change.

16:00   End of day Two
  
  A chance for participants to ask individual questions to the tutor, one on one and to advise on their 
  ‘next steps’.

Day 2



This course was created by Harley Lovegrove, 
Chairman of The Bayard Partnership and author of 
‘Making a Difference’ and ‘Inspirational Leadership.’ 
He originally designed it for the senior management 
team of a large multi-national to help them under-
stand the principles and importance of project man-
agement for their business. 

The concept was that only by knowing how to do 
it effectively themselves, could they expect to moti-
vate others to do it even better.  Since then the course 
has been fi ne-tuned and extended for much broader 
groups.  In its present format it works best when 
the participants come from differing backgrounds, 
business cultures and hierarchical levels within their 
organizations. 

Project Management is principally about getting one 
off assignments done in an effi cient and coordinated 
way. On paper it looks so easy but in practice the sad 
fact of the matter is that surveys show that more than 
half of all corporate projects fail to deliver the required 
results or are delivered signifi cantly late and/or over 
budget – sometimes all three. 

Please note there is also an adapted version de-
signed to be given on our client’s premises that can 
also be applied to specifi c needs and situations.
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What our participants say about the course:

“This course focusses on the really important items that other project management courses just don’t: 
Engaging and working with people, how to actually get them not only to do the task allocated but also 
to take pride in delivering a great result!” 

Manuel Bollue

“The second day was very interesting! It was filled with tools to manage people...probably the most 
challenging and demanding part of Project Management.”

Gwendolline Cleven

“The training was given with such devotion and expertise being both interactive and fun. It has shown me 
project management applied from a different angle, I’m looking forward to the next course!”

Stefaan Fondu
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